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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0455094A2] The adaptor (50) for barrier devices has a sleeve-shaped basic body which is open at both ends. Its interior space has an
outline area which includes both a square and a circle. Two ribs for accommodating a board-like barrier part (85) are moulded onto one of the outer
sides. On the side diametrically opposite thereto, as part of a coupling apparatus, a wall part is provided which is at a certain distance from the basic
body and is connected thereto by two connecting walls. At least one recess with a keyhole-shaped outline is present in the wall part. A coupling
member (70) is provided as a second part of the coupling device, and has at least one circular retaining disc which is connected, via a neck section,
to the coupling member (70). The retaining disc and the neck section are matched to the keyhole-shaped recess in the wall part of the basic body.
Two ribs are moulded onto the coupling member (70), on the side remote from the retaining disc, in order to receive a board-like barrier section (85).
Instead of the ribs for a board-like barrier section, the adaptor and the coupling member can also be provided with a collar each, having a cylindrical
cavity to receive cylindrical barrier sections. <IMAGE>
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